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Perspective with spherical elements c. 1933 

Iakov Chernikov  
[From Northern Vision – Master Drawings from the Tchoban 

Foundation. Soane Gallery 2013] 

 

 
 
Personal tutors in PAM – after Level 4 

 
This has been on our action plan for two 
successive years without us settling on a universal 
policy so at the recent Staff meeting (04/03/2015), 
we finally agreed a draft policy for all staff. 
Although, there may still be issues to be 
addressed, this policy is now live i.e. you should 
contact your students from last year’s SGT for 
meetings before Easter. Current level 6 students 
are following the old policy, outlined in the 
Student Handbook that they received which states 
that their Investigations supervisor is their tutor. 
Sean will reflect the changes in the workload 
model for next year acknowledging that all 
meetings will be face-to-face. 
 
Personal Tutor policy in PAM 
 
At level 4, members of staff are allocated tutees 
for the Small Group Tutorials module. These 
students remain with this tutor for higher levels 
unless there is a reason for a change agreed by the 
Dean or ADOS (L&T) e.g. research or other long-

term leave, benefits to one or both parties in a 
change. If the students fail SGT, they nevertheless 
retain their tutor unless they have been allowed a 
referral in SGT, in which case their new (if 
different) SGT tutor takes over the role.  
 
At level 5, tutors will contact their students at 
three points in the year and offer them an 
INDIVIDUAL meeting – they must not be in groups. 
Typically these meetings might take about 15 
minutes per student but they might require more 
time if the student has a lot to discuss.  
 
They should not be perfunctory – try and engage 
the student’s opinions even if they don’t arrive 
with an agenda. 
 
The meetings will be: 
At the start of Semester A (but not necessarily in 
the first week); 
Near the end of Semester A, ideally just before 
Christmas (when the student has time to take 
action in their revision); 
Near the end of Semester B, ideally just before 
Easter (for similar reasons). 
 
[Comment: For those members of staff who are 
new to aspects of the syllabus and progression 
from one level to the next, guidance topics for 
these meetings will be given on StudyNet site for 
SGT.] 
 
At level 6, the same structure of three meetings 
will hold.  
 
[Comment: Having talked to some of the students, 
we’re not convinced the single semester 
relationship of an Investigation has replaced the 
Project one we previously used. As members of 
staff pointed out in the meeting, you will also 
know the students better if you continue in the 
role for all three years.] 
 
At level 7 [MPhys], the students will be advised 
that their personal tutors from earlier levels are 
still available to them and contactable. However, 
as they are seeing their project supervisors 
regularly, it makes sense for this person to monitor 
their well-being and academic progress as part of 
those regular meetings. 
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Joint Honours students: While the students are still 
studying on any PAM module, they remain part of 
this tutorial scheme. 
 
Direct-entry students: Tutors will be allocated to 
these students by the relevant Programme tutor, 
taking advice from Admissions tutors as 
appropriate. 
 
PAM student comments in the 2014 Student 

Barometer 

 

The Student Barometer is open to students 
below Level 6 and is a survey around their 
experiences of University life and services. 
There are occasionally School-specific 
comments though and these are forwarded to 
us. 
Summary: the responses were pretty positive 
but this survey is likely to attract students 
who are more engaged, a view supported by 
their contributions to the ‘Advice’ category. 
The critical comments centred on buses, 
accommodation (cost and support); 
surrounding area. I have picked out some 
comments 
 
Arrival 
 

I feel like there could have 
been a better opportunity for 
ice breaker activities, so that 
the students can be placed in 
situations where they are 
forced to talk to one another 
and bond. 
 

[Comment: worth thinking about, 
particularly for Maths induction – 
we did something in Physics this 
year that I think went reasonably 
well] 

 
(from a PAM overseas 
student)  
I used the International 
Orientation Support Service, 
which was very satisfactory. 
I'm 100% that without it, I 
would not have felt as 
welcomed and at home as I do 
now. It helped introduce me 
into the social life here, as well 
as helped me gain a footing in 

the general area and campus 
life. It was an indispensable 
experience; one for which I am 
very, very grateful. 

 
Living 

Accommodation gets some bad press in 

this section. 

Support 

Disability Support doesn't get 
enough credit, the best thing 
about this university. 
We do not get personal tutors 
in second or third year, only 
first year 
Personal tutors for stem 
students do not carry on after 
first year, and it could have 
been very useful.  
 

[Comment: See elsewhere in this 
document] 
 
Advice 

Buy food at ALDI, it’s really 

cheap and close by. 

[Comment: The rest of the advice 
was very sensible – work hard, 
make the most of your time here 
etc.] 

 

Recommendation 

Accommodation disappointed 
me however the support here 
is very good so 50/50 
 
I find myself going home at 
weekends for something to do, 
as there's not much to do in 
the local area. I know it’s a 
campus university rather than 
a city university, I find myself 
thinking whether I'd be more 
suited to a city university. 
 

Overall rating: 64 responses average 3.98 [on 

a rising scale of 1-5] 
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From the LTIC: Top Tips for Feedback 

 
 

 
 
UH Annual Learning and Teaching Conference 
 
 

The University is holding its Annual Learning and 
Teaching Conference on Thursday 7

th
 May 2015 on 

the campus. 
 
It’s too late to present now but there is still time to 
book. 
 
To attend in person please book in via the 
following link  Events Manager – Annual Learning 
and Teaching conference 
 
To attend online please book in via the following 
link Online attendance  - Annual Learning and 
Teaching conference 
 
For further information please contact Helen 
Barefoot (h.barefoot@herts.ac.uk); Dominic 

Bygate (d.bygate@herts.ac.uk) or Karen Clark 
(k.clark@herts.ac.uk ) 
 
 
Amber Waves of Grain installation by Barbara 
Donachy representing all the warheads in the US 
nuclear arsenal c. 1985 
[Reproduced in At Work in the Field of the Bomb 
Harrap 1987] 
 
 

 

Interesting Ideas from other School Annual Reports 
SEEC 10

th
 March 2015 

 

ENG: They have some modules where students at 

different levels do the same assignment with the 

senior students acting as mentors for the junior 

ones. 

ENG: Their alumni event runs similar to PAM’s. 

They are looking to film it next year. 

ENG: They give each student a ‘credit card’ with 

personal tutor and urgent contact details. 

BUS: They emphasized the need to make sure 

placement students are kept in touch – they often 

make excellent SSROs or student reps for instance. 

C.ARTS: They celebrate their student work in a 

festival previously the ‘Creative Exchange’ now just 

‘The Exchange’. They run an employment event 

‘Creative Edge’ at which more level 4 students 

attend than level 6. This employability vent also 

has integral workshops with industry specialists. 

C.ARTS: They noted that the lack of an offline 

marking client for MACs was a real issue – this is 

http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/3CFDEF21F75D0BB880257DD2005439C0?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU#participants
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/3CFDEF21F75D0BB880257DD2005439C0?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU#participants
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/C82E0A336626ADEE80257DE0003AC583?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU
http://www.studynet2.herts.ac.uk/ptl/common/uhevents.nsf/eventView/C82E0A336626ADEE80257DE0003AC583?OpenDocument&org=&wid=BLU
mailto:h.barefoot@herts.ac.uk
mailto:d.bygate@herts.ac.uk
mailto:k.clark@herts.ac.uk
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under investigation by the SEEC working party on 

assessment and feedback.  

C.ARTS: they welcomed the new Learning Zone by 

College Lane Main Reception –widely used by their 

students. 

EDUCATION: They are working hard on the 

‘student as partners’ agenda using research-based 

data. They have been aided in this by having an 

external examiner from the UK leaders (University 

of Lincoln) – Mike Neary. 

EDUCATION: They were worried that anonymous 

marking and turnaround times were driving the 

forms of assessment. There was a general 

consensus at the meeting that we are over-

assessing our students compared to other 

institutions. 

LAW: Law reported good support from LTIC in 

filming lectures so that they could adopt a flipped 

classroom model. Google analytics revealed that 

there had been huge numbers of views of the 

lecture. 

LAW: They worried about what to do about 

marking/marked work that was frozen once a 

student received a stop on their StudyNet account 

due to unpaid debt. The meeting was assured that 

these stops were effective and only used once 

other lines of communication broke down. Once a 

student has agreed a re-payment plan, the stop is 

lifted. 

LAW: They worried about students arriving late at 

exams and the sanctions that follow. The meeting 

was told that other universities were following the 

UH model. 

COM: They recommended identifying your staff 

demographic and planning how to cope with its 

evolution. This can be important if many staff in 

key strategic roles retire in close succession. 

LMS: They have conducted a massive review of 

assessment loads. One innovation is ‘compressed 

modules’ in which the same number of contact 

hours is squeezed into fewer weeks. This gives the 

students all the material they need to then 

undertake a large piece of coursework in the 

remainder of the time. 

LMS: They award internal learning and teaching 

and AQ grants: 4 x 2K for staff; and a 2K total 

budget for students. To support the student 

projects, they normally expect the individual 

department to contribute on top of the bursary 

from the Dean. 

HUM: They report that staff members are 

emerging from ‘academic silos’ into the L & T sun! 

They have identified within their (small) school, 

staff members with particular expertise who can 

be called upon to help others.  

HUM: They also have L & T grants (3 x 3K for staff) 

and have worked with the Student Union to create 

an Employability skillset. 

HSW: They described the difficulties of having 5 

SSROs cover 7 programmes. 

In addition (non-confidential items):  

SEEC noted that timetable data was required by 3
rd

 

April for the auto-schedule run on 2
nd

 May. 

The future of CONNECT - the common reading 
programme 
 
 

 

A working party is reviewing this programme 

which encourages students to join a University-

wide book group and attend related events run by 

each School. Evelyn leads this for PAM and Mark 

hosted an event at the Observatory last year. Next 

years’ book will be Chasing Chaos. The new 

structure (which will be presented by July) may be 

a short course which the students can register on 
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at the start of the year and then receive a free 

book. 

Final urgent reminder from SAC: Module choice 
Presentations  
 
 

PAM has an agreed policy from its SAC (18
th

 Feb 

2015) to provide hard copy of the options talks 

given a few weeks ago. Although the students will 

have (nearly all) confirmed, it is still mandatory to 

put a hard copy of your presentation on the 

programme site on Studynet so as not to be in 

breach of the SAC directive. This can be a 

Powerpoint presentation – some examples were 

circulated  earlier by e-mail - but can take other 

forms too e.g. filmed presentations, Camtasia 

presentations, detailed pdfs. A module guide is 

unlikely to give a sense of what lectures ‘look like’ 

or the spirit of typical assignments, so something 

more than that is required. One of the nice 

features of StudyNet -The Next Generation is that 

it may well do this sort of job for us as it provides a 

guided learner journey. The students have asked 

us to append careers advice to modules e.g. this is 

a good module to do if you want to go for a 

Masters in Logistics, work in finance, do research 

in atmospheric science etc. 

 

Kat’s SSRO report for 2013/14 – apologies this 
should have been circulated earlier in the year. It 
can also be found in the 2014/15 Annual Report on 
the 2013/14 Academic Year. 
 
 

My experience with recruitment of student 

representatives was fairly unremarkable. Overall 

there seemed to be less enthusiasm than one 

might have wished for but that did not stop me 

from recruiting the desired amount for each level 

of every course, fifteen reps in total. Reps have 

been elected before the end of the induction 

week, lack of final year students during the 

induction week made it less possible for me to 

introduce myself to more of them and hence 

simplify the problem solving process as they would 

have known who to go to much earlier on. 

Depending on the number of students interested 

in the role I offered a vote or random choice 

between the applicants. Vote option has not been 

selected once, which is exactly what I expected, as 

students do not wish to feel defeat/rejection, 

especially the first years. 

Unfortunately two representatives quickly lost 

contact with me and have not replied to emails or 

Facebook messages. Between the end of 

November and that of the academic year one third 

of reps have phased out of their duties and did not 

show very much interest in their year’s affairs.  On 

the other hand the rest stayed fairly enthusiastic 

throughout the year with a third having shown 

great interest and some going into great depth to 

effect positive change. Regular contact with reps 

and proctors was done by means of a Facebook 

group that I created at the beginning of the year 

and which I found incredibly useful (I could share 

information about events, links to CareerHub and 

much more with all of the reps in seconds, see 

who has seen the post and who hasn’t, engage in 

discussions through comments). The said group 

will be passed on to the new SSRO to be at their 

disposal if they decide to make use of it. 

Module feedback was made more successful 

through a suggestion to the responsible member 

of staff to present students with a hard copy of the 

survey during one of the module’s lectures and 

giving them time to complete it there and then. 

This ensured that more students completed the 

questionnaire.  

Students have been encouraged to attend the 

Student Voice event through me speaking to them 

at the end of lectures and reminding about current 

relevant affairs and that they can have their 

opinions heard and listened to.  

Regarding the NSS completion rate – presentations 

definitely helped as they gave me an opportunity 

to talk to students about what the survey really 

means to them, their future employers and how it 

worked.  


